









robots  with different  roles (teams).   In   this paper  we evolve a population of 
homogeneous   robots   for   dynamically   allocating   roles   through   bodily   and 
communicative interactions. Evolved solutions are not only able to efficiently 










within   the   Artificial   Life   and   Adaptive   Behavior   communities.   In   particular, 
Evolutionary Robotics techniques [13], [8] have been successfully used for designing 
robot controllers able to display swarm behaviors, that is behaviors in which a group 
of   robot  appears   to  act  as  a  single unit   (see,   for  example,   [5],   [3]).  Evolutionary 
Robotics seems to be particularly well suited for designing such kind of robots. One 


















then   the   problem   of   altruism   immediately   arises,   making   the   emergence   of 








able   to  assume different   roles   in  a  persistent  manner.  A possible   solution  to   this 
problem might come from endowing robots with communication capabilities, so that 
role allocation might be negotiated through the exchange of signals.  In the recent 
years   several   interesting   studies   have   demonstrated   the   possibility   to   evolve 
communication in homogeneous robots so to accomplish some cooperative task (e.g. 
[4],  [14],  [9]).  If  we can evolve groups of homogeneous robots which are able to 
negotiate their roles through the exchange of signals, then this ability might be later 
















Baldassarre   and   colleagues   [2]   evolved   a   group   of   robots   for   the   ability   to 
aggregate  and collectively navigate toward a light   target.  Apart  from infrared and 
ambient   light   sensors,   robots  were  equipped  with  directional  microphones,  which 
could detect the sounds emitted by other robots’ speakers with a fixed amplitude and 
a frequency randomly varying within a limited range. While analyzing the various 
results  of different  replications  of several  evolutionary runs,   they found that   three 
different kinds of strategies were discovered, which they called ‘flock’, ‘amoeba’, and 
‘rose’. What is most interesting for the purposes of the present paper is that the most 





perceptrons  and  hence  did  not  have  any   internal   state,   robot’s   specialization  was 
‘situated’, in the sense that it completely depended on the different input patterns that 
robots received from the environment.





























the   forward   movement.   The   reason   is   that   the   evolution   of   task­specific   role 
allocation will tend to produce task­specific solution which deeply rely on the specific 
conditions under which evolution took place. 
A possible   solution   to   this   problem might   consist   in  directly   evolving  groups 
composed by different numbers of robots to perform the same task. In this paper we 
explore another,  much more general,   solution: namely,   the direct  evolution of  the 
ability to dynamically allocating roles between themselves through the use of local 
communicative signals. Once we have reached a group of robots which are able to 












nearest   fellow.   Robots'   signal   are   not   only   used   for   communication:   they   also 




their signals.  More concretely,  we calculate   the fitness of a  group of  robot  in the 
following way. For each cycle, we consider the average of the differences between 







































each,  with   2%   of   their   bits   replaced  with   a   new   randomly   selected   value.   The 
evolutionary process lasts 150 generations (i.e. the process of testing, selecting and 
reproducing robots  is  iterated 150 times).  All   the experiments  were carried out  in 









worst  run, which achieved a best fitness of about 0.62, roles never  stabilize,  with 
every robot continually changing its communicative behavior in an apparently chaotic 
way. With respect to the 9 successful replications, we noted that different replications 
found   slightly   different   solutions,   but   the   behaviors   of   the   best   individuals   are 
qualitatively quite similar. 

























How robust   is   the behavior  of   the evolved robots? Are  these solutions able  to 



























N. Leaders 2 Robots 3 Robots 4 Robots 5 Robots 6 Robots
0 0.92 0.95 1.05 6 10.78
1 99.08 95.26 88.62 75.73 71.00
2 0 3.79 10.33 17.34 17.22
3 ­ 0 0 0.92 0.98
4 ­ ­ 0 0.01 0.02
5 ­ ­ ­ 0 0
6 ­ ­ ­ ­ 0










robots  need   to  negotiate   their   roles  on   the   fly.  Furthermore,   in   contrast   to  most 
previous works dealing with dynamic role allocation,  in which robots can rely on 
predetermined   communication   protocols   by   which   robots   can   share   global 
information (e.g.  [10],  [16]),   in our experiments robots can rely only on the local 
information provided by their infrared sensors and by a one­to­one communication 
channel.
The  most   interesting   result   of   our   simulations   is   related   to   the   generalization 




















our   role   allocation   system   as   the   starting   point   for   developing   robots   able   to 
accomplish collective  tasks  which require  the presence  of  a   leader.  While several 
swarm­like   behaviors   might   be   successfully   accomplished   by   groups   of   robots 







Finally,   since   the   idea   of   using   local   communicative   interactions   between 
homogeneous groups of robots for dynamic role allocation is not strictly related to the 
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